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the services9 deprivation spiral
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and peripheral areas, and <micropolitan systems=. It is based on four interconnected 



, rural and peripheral areas or <micropolitan systems=. 

– called <global cities= –

–
–



–
<micropolitan systems= –

–
–

characteristics, apart from not being <cities=. However, it is also worth asking whether a 

ğ



distinguish between cities and <towns= or – –

As early as 1990, Hoggart advocates abandoning the term <rural=, asserting that labelling 

called <cultural turn= in rural studies 

– –



– –
expressed in the concepts of <depeasantisation= and <deagrarianisation=, which respectively 

some scholars have introduced the concept of the <post productivist countryside= to point 

<rural idyll=, a narrative that not only obscures the diversity and dynamism inherent in rural 
places but also conceals their potential <dystopic character=. The rural idyll also serves as 

– –

colleagues9 (1993) concept of the <differentiated countryside=, from which they derive four 
– –

the analysis of economic, social, political, and cultural parameters. Similarly, Woods9s (2007, 
2019) concept of the <global countryside= recognises that the impact of contemporary 



simultaneously. Furthermore, the theoretical and methodological shift of the <cultural 
turn= and the recognition of rural areas as increasingly diverse do not signify the complete 

proposed by scholars of the <cultural turn= in rural studies.

metropolitan <urban= areas

of this field can be traced to Bell and Janyne9s (2006, 2009) theorisation of <small cities=, 

traditional focus on <global= or large cities. In their work, they contend that the smallness 

introduced further variations, such as Hall9s (1999) <provincial cities= (100.000 to 250.000 
inhabitants) or Clancey9s (2004) <remote cities= (less than 500.000 inhabitants). 

between <cityness= and <townness," asserting that that small towns and villages can stay 

progressively embraced the recognition of a distinction between <towns= and <cities= 



<small cities= as urban areas with 50.000 to 200.000 inhabitants, aligning directly with the 

whether they represent a <statistical illusion= due to the relativity in time and space of their 

<unidentified real object= (Brunet 1997, p.188; Demazière 2017). This concept summarises 

Nomisma 2006; Servillo et al. 2014). While the TOWN project9s definition now stands as 

trajectory in the preceding project, named SMESTO, which solidified the term <Small
Sized Towns= to delineate a new locality type, and reviewed diverse 



surrounding rural areas based on their urbanity, the Wales Rural Observatory9s (2007) 



Taking back Brunet9s (1997) account of SMSTs, it appears accurate that these localities 

– –

together the research of individual articles, the dissertation employs the term <non
metropolitan areas=. This is not a novel concept, as it has previously been employed in the 

consideration of both processes of <urbanisation of the rural= and <ruralisation of the 
urban=, which are blurring the boundaries between these two categories (Oliveira 1995; 

present commonalities which can satisfy Hoggart9s (1990) definitory criteria for the 



As implied by the term <non metropolitan=, these localities are conceived in contrast to the 

–
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relevance of the <friction of distance=, a segment of subsequent scholarship has placed 

–
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and refugees9 reception centres outside metropolitan areas (Galera et al. 2018; Kordel, 
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metropolitan not as a rigid <type= but as a dynamic 
<site=, Clancey9s (2004) < =

Steger and James (2020, p.5) define globalisation as a 8system9 of multiple dynamics 



globalisation, as expressed for instance in the concept of <planetary urbanisation= (Massey 

Glick Schiller, Çağlar 2009, 2018; 

colleagues (2018) noted, <actually existing neoliberalism= often takes different paths from 

–
–
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<left behind= after the increasing concentration of population and economic investments 



– –

– –

– –

themselves according to the dominant <tourist gaze=. This involves reclaiming images of 
townscape and villagescape that often align more with consumers9 perceptions than local 



portraying the countryside as a <single place= designed for the consumption of specific 

– –
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– as a <threat= or a <crisis= (Balibar 2017; Ambrosini, 

everyday local interactions and newcomers9 incorporation patterns



diversification of migrants9 destinations, which has transformed several non

called <local turn= in migration studies 



agriculture has predominantly relied upon a <cheap= and mobile labour force, 

–
– additionally links to processes of <feminisation 

of migration=, driven by the persistent influence of patriarchal structures in biding these 
roles to gender and expanding <global care chains= into non



–
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refugees9 reception in less central places (Van Liempt, Miellet 2021; Kreichauf 2023). 
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dynamics also fuel and are fuelled by basic services9 deprivation, fostered by the 

– –



market that has been only noted in recent times also regards the <economy of asylum 
seekers9 reception=, connected to the necessity of infrastructures and qualified personnel to 

welcoming community and conditions enabling immigrants9 long stay and the fulfilment of 

called <local turn= in migration studies



Finally, the native population9s mobilisation against or in favour of immigrants9 arrival also 

–
–

–



–

income € 

–
on Istat, Centri d’Italia and RETESAI data.

capita declared in the social budget chapter titled <Immigrants, Rom and Sinti= is higher in 

increase. Active rural and peripheral municipalities averagely spend about 10,1€ per capita 

total budget, against the 4,5€ of urban and core ones, representing 3,1% of their social 



The type of asylum seekers and refugees9 reception can further add some relevant 

–
–

historically been always prevalent, due to the low level of municipalities9 participation to the 

seekers and refugees9 reception for peripheral localities compared to other ones, which has 

refugees9 reception to broader aims of repopulation or job creation (Gretter 

–

immigrants € (2020)



called <inner hotspots= 

–

both <rural= according to Eurostat's (2021) typology and <inner= according to the SNAI 

indicators provided in policy documents, but they have also been considered as <social 
representation= (Halfacree 1993). In this sense, they are political and discursive labels 

– –



– –

–



–
information about the positioning of immigration and asylum seekers and refugees9 

Henninger and colleagues (2022) as an operationalisation of Timmermans and Tavory9s 

qualitative findings have been extracted. During the analysis, Deterding and Waters9s (2018) 
advice of separately coding <great quotes= has also been followed to ease the identification 

Curbing the services9 deprivation spiral

– –

consistent flows of voluntary migration and for which asylum seekers9 reception can 



dealing with large asylum seekers and refugees9 inflow. Such dimension can be noted for 

[…] 5) With reference to the benefit for the receiving community, SPRAR

characterising the municipality (the population is growing again after decades of  residents9 reduction); 

[…] When I think of  the benefits of  immigration, these first of  all concern the school. I insist on this 

up to middle school. […] We also do some projects to better include these children through the hiring 



doesn9t happen, on the contrary, many of  them are succeeding. (Municipality n.23, Interview with the 

–
–

empty houses are used for asylum seekers and refugees9 accommodation, paying rents with 



related services. […] The 

The first reason [to join the reception system] is that of  improving the town9s income even at the 

there was an external catering working there and I don9t even know if  they were buying bread in the 



tourism by promoting cultural festivals or specific initiatives aimed at relating newcomers9 

promoted by the town9s Commission for Equal Opportunities […] and culminated in the planning of  

municipal territory […]. The event sees the cooperation of  many local and non
witnessing that the project9s aims are largely shared and generating the hope that it will contribute to 
the creation of  a network of  interpersonal relations that can both support foreigners […] and trigger 

–

–

Together with a professor from a master in community narration, we created the <story walking=, in 

<Solo Andata: emigranti di ieri e immigrati di oggi= [Single Journey. Emigrants of  yesterday, 

of  the day of  the emigration. The event aims to create a meeting space between municipality9s 

people. During the event, the municipality has delivered a certificate of  <affective citizenship= to 

prepared by the municipality9s immigrant communities (Municipality n.16, Document: End

clashes in some cases with potential downsides for immigrants9 incorporation of framing 



– –
municipalities, which frequently use a <rhetoric of exceptionalism= aimed at distinguishing 

dynamics, exacerbating social stratification or issues of <usefulness= and <deservingness= 

Countering depopulation, countering the crises9 spiral

services9 deprivation spiral, since the arrival of new persons makes local service delivery 

immigrants9 long stay and incorporation, as noted in previous literature focusing on the 

migrants9 life paths in the Italian context, a situation that is even more emphasised in 



As for immigrants9 contribution to the restructuring of the labour market, findings 
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